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From the Editor...

Continuing the theme of April’s newsletter, ie looking on the bright side 
of life, I’m pleased to report that we had no IT problems this month, un-
like the NHS and BA.  Exactly why the NHS is still reliant on Windows 
XP hasn’t been made clear, but even Sensor100 has progressed to 
Windows 10, so perhaps the UK’s largest organisation should have done 
so too.  When I was involved in alternative energy a few years back, an 
Uninterruptible Power Supply, meant no interruption for more than a few 
milliseconds, or less.  The world’s (now least) favourite airline obviously 
failed to invest in that technology.

Miracles do happen!  We have finalised the date for Sensors in Medicine 
2017 - the 3-5 October at the Holiday Inn, Kensington, London.    The 
three days will cover glucose sensing, PoC and infectious diseases and 
cancer sensors.  Abstracts and requests for exhibition space as soon as 
possible, please.

Kind  regards

Michael Brand
michael@sensor100.com

mailto:michael@sensor100.com
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Pitching for Investment
Request for Expressions of Interest

From time to time, Sensor100 receives enquiries from investors and oth-
ers looking for opportunities to invest in or acquire early stage sensor 
technology companies.

There are, of course, many opportunities for early stage companies to give
 “elevator pitches” to investors, and sometimes these events do include sensor 
companies.

Sensor100 is interested in finding out how much interest there is from the early 
stage sensor technology company community in participating in a pitching session 
limited to sensor companies only.  The company might be at any stage from Seed 
to C round, or later.  The format for the event would be a half day or evening, 
each company would have 10 minutes to pitch, and there would be a modest fee 
to participate to cover facilities costs.

If you might be interested, with no obligation, please let us know by completing 
an Expression of Interest form.

http://www.sensor100.com/pitches.html
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Royal Society of Chemistry Sir George Stokes Award 
2017:  Prof. Tony Cass, Imperial College

Awarded for translating research 
in biomolecular engineering and 
nanotechnology into new analyti-
cal devices and reagents to im-
prove human and animal health

The Sir George Stokes Award, which is made biennially by the RSC Analytical 
Division Awards Committee, recognises outstanding and sustained contributions 
to analytical science by someone demonstrably working in a complementary field, 
which has led to developments of seminal importance to chemical analysis.

Awarded a BP Junior Research Fellowship at St Hugh’s College, Oxford, Tony’s 
research with Prof. Allen Hill and colleagues led to the development of the first 
electronic blood glucose sensor,  an achievement recognised by the award of the 
Mullard Medal of the Royal Society (jointly with Allen and Dr Monika Green) and 
a Chemical Landmark Award of the RSC (with Allen and Dr Graham Davis). 

Tony then moved to Imperial College London as a lecturer in a newly established 
Centre for Biotechnology and was subsequently appointed to a chair in Chemical 
Biology in the Department of Biochemistry before becoming Deputy Director 
of the Institute of Biomedical Engineering at Imperial College London working 
closely with its founding director, Professor Chris Toumazou FRS FREng. During 
this time, he also founded Bio Nano Consulting Ltd. with Professor Gabriel Aeppli 
FRS.   Tony then moved to the Chemistry Department where his research contin-
ues in collaboration with colleagues in the faculties of Natural Sciences, Medicine 
and Engineering. 

RSC Citation

Prof. Cass’ Webpage

Bio Nano Consulting
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http://www.rsc.org/ScienceAndTechnology/Awards/SirGeorgeStokesAward/2017-Winner.asp
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/people/t.cass
http://www.bio-nano-consulting.com/board-members/prof-tony-cass
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 Are you developing biosensors for cancer diagnosis?

 Do you think early diagnosis needs more recognition?

 Would it help to know who else is working on this?

 Do we need better early stage diagnostic tools?

 Can improved diagnosis enhance cancer therapy?

If you identify with any or all of these questions, join the Cancer 
Diagnosis Network, now being formed as one outcome from 
Sensor100’s Workshop  “Biosensors for Cancer Diagnosis” held in July 
2016.

What will the Network do?

It will evolve as the membership grows, but to start:
 Social media presence - a virtual network

 Quarterly newsletter

 Two or more meetings/conferences a year, with reduced fees for 
members

 Help raise funds for an Innovation Challenge Platform to identify 
the most promising early stage diagnostic tools

Annual membership fees apply

www.sensor100.com/CDN

http://www.sensor100.com/cdn/cdn.html
http://www.sensor100.com/cdn/cdn.html
http://www.sensor100.com/cdn/cdn.html
https://www.regonline.com/registration/login.aspx?eventID=1913301&MethodId=0&EventsessionId=
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The 5th Annual Sensors in Medicine Conference will take place in 
South Kensington, London, in  early October.  The conference has 
expanded to three days to cover the three most clinically significant appli-
cations of biosensors:
  
 Sensors for glucose monitoring and diabetes care

 Sensors for PoC and infectious disease diagnosis 

 Sensors for cancer diagnosis

As in previous years, there will be invited and contributed papers, poster 
displays, exhibits, panel discussions and a networking reception

Call for Papers
Abstracts in the Conference format marked “Oral” or “Poster” should 
be submitted by 28 July to info@sensor100.com.  Oral presentations 
should be limited to the conference topics; poster presentations will be 
accepted on any innovative application of biosensors in medicine and 
healthcare

Sensors in Medicine 2017

Exhibition Space
Contact 

info@sensor100.com

5th International Conference

Sensors in Medicine 2017
3 - 5
October

London

mailto:info@sesnor100.com
http://www.sensor100.com/SensMed2017/Conference.html
mailto:info@sensor100.com
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Program

Tuesday 3rd October: Sensors for diabetes care

Wednesday 4th October:  PoC and Infectious Diseases

Thursday 5th October:  Sensors for cancer diagnosis

Venue
Holiday Inn London - Kensington Forum

97 Cromwell Road, London SW7 4DN, UK

Conference Registration will open in mid-June

5th International Conference

Sensors in Medicine 2017
3 - 5
October

London

Keynote: Sensors in diabetes-where are we now and 
where are we going?

Professor Tony Cass, Imperial College London

Keynote: Point-of-Care Testing: the key to new models 
of care.

Professor Christopher Price, University of Oxford

Keynote: Liquid biopsy vs breath analysis
Speaker pending

https://www.holidayinn.com/hotels/gb/en/london/lonhi/hoteldetail?qAdlt=1&qBrs=6c.hi.ex.rs.ic.cp.in.sb.cw.cv.ul.vn.ki.sp.nd.ct&qChld=0&qFRA=1&qGRM=0&qIta=99603195&qPSt=0&qRRSrt=rt&qRef=df&qRms=1&qRpn=1&qRpp=20&qSHp=1&qSmP=3&qSrt=sBR&qWch=0&srb_u=1&icdv=99603195&siclientid=1935&sitrackingid=930782040&dp=true&glat=SEAR
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The 3rd Annual Sensors in Food and Agriculture Conference 2017 
will take place at the Moller Centre, Cambridge UK on 5-6 December.
The Conference will explore current applications and future developments 
in sensor technology for food production.  Sensor networks and PoC 
devices are of growing importance in Agriculture and SFA2017 is the UK’s 
leading conference on this topic.  The  Conference will be international in 
scope, reflecting the advances in sensor technology for food production in 
economies which are more dependent on agriculture.

As at all Sensor100 conferences there will be a mix of invited and 
contributed papers, poster displays, exhibits of technology and service pro-
viders, panel discussions and a Christmas themed networking reception.

The Møller Centre provides an ideal location for the Conference, situated 
close to a major agricultural region of the UK, with exceptional facilities 
for the event and offering accommodation on-site.

Call for Papers
Abstracts in the Conference format marked “Oral” or “Poster” should be 
submitted by 20th October to info@sensor100.com

Organising Committee
Dr. Michael Brand (Sensor100) | Dr. Andrew Frame (ARM) | Dr. Eric Ober (NIAB) 
Dr. Jon West (Rothamsted) | Steve Whalley (Strategic World Ventures)

www.sensor100.com/SFA2017

Exhibition Space
Contact 

info@sensor100.com

http://www.sensor100.com/SFA2017/Conference.html
mailto:info@sesnor100.com
http://www.sensor100.com/SFA2017/Conference.html
mailto:info@sensor100.com
http://www.sensor100.com/SFA2017/Conference.html
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Sensor100 Conference Exhibitors

Exhibition space is available at the Medicine and Food and Agri-
culture Conferences

Confirmed Exhibitors

Exhibition Package
 6ft table or equivalent floor space; 2 chairs
 1 delegate; additional delegates at 50% registration fee
 Promotion in Conference Book & website
 1 full page ad in Sensor100’s eNewsletter
 5 minute “elevator pitch” during conference
 Price: £800 + VAT; discounts for exhibiting at 2 or 3 

conferences

Alternative sponsorship and exhibitor packages are available; 
contact Sensor100 to discuss your requirements
info@sensor100.com

mailto:info@sensor100.com
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2017 Events Calendar
[Requires pdf reader]

Send details of events to be included in the Calendar to:
info@sensor100.com

http://www.sensor100.com/Events2017.pdf
mailto:info@sensor100.com
http://www.aamg-rsc.org/
http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/facilities/mds-cpd/conferences/electrochem-2017/index.aspx
http://www.biodefenseworldsummit.com/
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mailto:info@sensor100.com
mailto:info@sensor100.com
https://sciforum.net/conference/i3s2017Barcelona
http://www.bbmec12.org/
http://www.semi.org/eu/node/70396/
https://www.zhaw.ch/de/ueber-uns/aktuell/veranstaltungen/detailansicht-veranstaltung/event/detail/1445-20170907-biotech-2017/
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Display a Banner for Your Event Here
It’s free if you identify Sensor100 as a Media Partner 

Full Page Advertisements at our Advertising Rates

mailto:info@sensor100.com
mailto:info@sensor100.com
http://excelyticspublishers.com/conferences/nanotechnology-materials-science-2017/
mailto:info@sensor100.com
mailto:info@sensor100.com
mailto:info@sensor100.com
http://www.sensor100.com/advertising_rates_2016.pdf
http://www.sensor-expo.com/en/
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http://www.baseline-mocon.com/
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http://www.sensorsexpo.com/
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mailto:acf42@cam.ac.uk
https://www.zimmerpeacocktech.com/2017/03/13/cambridge-university-electrochemical-masterclasses/
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How Remote Sensing Powers Precision Agriculture

Remote sensing devices take measurements throughout a field over time so that 
the grower can analyze conditions based on the data and take action that will have 
a positive influence on the harvest outcome. For instance, sensors can serve as an 
early warning system allowing a grower to intervene, early on, to counter disease 
before it has had a chance to spread widely. They can also perform a simple plant 
count, evaluate plant health, estimate yield, assess crop loss, manage irrigation, 
detect weeds, identify crop stress and map a field.

Sensors can be grouped according to their enabling technology — ground sensors, 
aerial sensors and satellite sensors.  The only sensor used to be camera film that 
captured a narrow slice of the electromagnetic spectrum — visible light. Now sen-
sors go far beyond that, measuring short-wavelength gamma radiation at one end 
and low-frequency radio waves at the other.

Reported by:  AgFunderNews, 14 March

https://agfundernews.com/remote-sensing-powers-precision-agriculture.html
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New Robotic Fish for Environmental Monitoring

A group of researchers from Centre for Automation and Robotics (CAR CSIC-
UPM) in collaboration with researchers from University of Florence are designing 
autonomous underwater vehicle with biosensors to monitor water quality. These 
robots, that mimic a swimming fish in order to minimize the fish disturbance and 
stress, can detect in-situ real-time anomalies and this is suitable to control envi-

ronmental conditions in fish farms.

Aquaculture has become the fastest growing animal food sector in the world. To-
day, the production of fish, crustaceans and shellfish supplies around fifty percent-
ages of all fish that is consumed by humans globally. In order to keep aquaculture 
systems at an optimal level and to avoid physiological stress and disease of fish, 
water quality and adequate nutrition must be monitored and controlled.

In order to tackle this problem, researchers from Bio-inspired Systems Lab at 
CAR UPM-CSIC, a joint centre between Universidad Politécnica de Madrid and 
the Spanish National Research Council, in collaboration with researchers from 
the Chemical Department of University of Florence (Italy) are developing an 
autonomous underwater vehicle with biosensor to provide real-time and on-site 
monitoring of water quality in fish farms.

Reported by: Science Daily May 10

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/05/170510091553.htm
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Titration App

AmalgamRx, a newly unstealthed company founded by 
WellDoc founders Ryan Sysko and Dr. Suzanne Clough, 
has received FDA clearance for iSage, an insulin titration 
algorithm.  iSage is a prescription-only patient-facing iOS 
and Android app that works in conjunction with a web 
portal used by the doctor. The doctor sets target levels 
for insulin based on the patient’s glucose levels. Then the 
algorithm takes over. Patients can enter their blood glu-
cose levels and iSage will change their insulin dosing levels based on the doctor’s 
plan and the entered values. 

Reported by:  MobileHealthNews May 1

Biological sensor can detect glucose levels in saliva 
more accurately and cost-efficiently than blood test

Dr Yan Feng and his research team at The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
(PolyU) have developed a highly sensitive, accurate, flexible and affordable biologi-
cal sensor that can detect glucose levels in saliva.

The device is based on an organic electrochemical transistor (OECT), a highly 
sensitive and easy-to-fabricate platform for biosensors.  The OECT platform uses 
a glucose oxidase enzyme, which is only sensitive to glucose. The team then coat-
ed the enzyme with two types of polymer layers to prevent interference from 
other substances in saliva, thereby increasing both the selectivity and sensitivity 
of the device.  The researchers say the 
new biosensor is nearly 1,000 times 
more sensitive than the conventional 
blood glucose testing method.

Reported by Phys Org 2 May

http://www.mobihealthnews.com/content/welldoc-founders-new-company-amalgam-rx-gets-fda-nod-insulin-titration-app?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiT0dNMVkyWTNPVGcwWVRBMiIsInQiOiJxTVM1aGJ2ZzNlVkZ4Skl0cHZSTVJKY2NNNndWVVwvc1VlQnNwZmdFZ3RuWktGSWV2NlBaQTJtQ1ordk5WQVJ1VTNSMXZpR2dZakZTNHFrR1ZOTnBnODdMdGdMaXdwXC93OW5vTjVVUFVwTFpxS09xWDVjZXRVeVpiOVQ4UGdCQzkrIn0%3D
https://phys.org/news/2017-05-biological-sensor-glucose-saliva-accurately.html
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What Has Digital Health Ever Done For US?  

At least 60 things, according to a survey by The Medical Futurist 

Read the full list here 2 May

Graphene-Based Sensor Could Improve Evaluation, Diag-
nosis and Treatment of Asthma

Rutgers University-New Brunswick scien-
tists have created a graphene-based sen-
sor that could lead to earlier detection of 
looming asthma attacks and improve the 
management of asthma and other respira-
tory diseases, preventing hospitalizations 
and deaths.

Research News at Rutgers 23 May

How Diamond Sensors Are Set to Revolutionize Medical 
Diagnostics

The human body pulses with electric fields that are caused by the movement of charge 
through nerves and across muscle tissue.  But the same processes also produce mag-
netic fields, and these have the potential to be just as useful in diagnosing disease, per-
haps even more so. In particular, magnetic sensors do not need to touch the skin to do 
their work.   The body’s magnetic field is tiny, and detecting it requires hugely sensitive 
sensors. The only commercially available gadgets that can do this job are superconduct-
ing quantum interference devices, or SQUIDs, which can measure changes in magnetic 
fields measured in femtoTesla (10-15). These need to be cooled to the temperature of 
liquid helium, and the measurements made in screened rooms that are shielded from 
external magnetic fields.  Matthew Dale and Gavin Morley at the University of Warwick 
in the U.K. say that diamond sensors are poised to revolutionize the way physicians use 
magnetic field measurements in diagnostic medicine. They map out the state of the art in 
this area and say that the business opportunity is significant.  
Reported by MIT Technology Review 15 May

http://medicalfuturist.com/digital-health-ever-done-for-us/?utm_source=Newsletter+list&utm_campaign=cff5fe30d9-Newsletter_2014_07_177_17_2014&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_efd6a3cd08-cff5fe30d9-420536945
http://news.rutgers.edu/research-news/graphene-based-sensor-could-improve-evaluation-diagnosis-and-treatment-asthma/20170522#.WTVyqca1uUl
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/607871/how-diamond-sensors-are-set-to-revolutionize-medical-diagnostics/
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Using the body’s own cells as biosensors is the goal of 
Buffalo start-up 
Efferent Labs’ device allows real-time data to be collected from inside a patient 

Bill Rader, founder of Efferent Labs, holds the 
prototype device that may make it possible to 
to monitor cell-level changes in patients re-
ceiving chemotherapy to determine optimum 
dosages.

The company has developed an implantable de-
vice that scans cells, such as hepatocytes (liver 
cells) and fibroblasts (cells that make connec-

tive tissue) with florescent light to detect changes. The 
information is immediately sent wirelessly for analysis, 
and can be viewed on a tablet computer. That immediacy 
saves time, and the implanted sensor makes it possible 
to collect more data from a patient. Rader hopes to use 
cells from the patient being tested to elevate the level 
of individualized detection and treatment.  The goal is to 
eventually use the device to monitor cell-level changes 
in patients receiving chemotherapy to determine opti-
mum dosages.

Reported by: University at Buffalo News Centre 24 May

Biomarker Challenge Open
Biomaker Challenge is a four-month programme challenging 
interdisciplinary teams to build low-cost sensors and instru-
ments for biology. From colorimeters to microfluidics and 
beyond, the search is on for frugal, open source and DIY ap-
proaches to biological experiments. 

Open to University of Cambridge, John Innes Centre and the 
Earlham Institute.  Apply by 23 June.

Cambridge Network 11 May

http://www.buffalo.edu/news/releases/2017/05/035.html
https://www.cambridgenetwork.co.uk/news/biomaker-challenge-apply-by-23-june-2017/
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Antibody Biosensor Tracks Drug Concentration in the 
Blood by Changing Its Color

Being able to monitor drug concentration in the blood of a patient is an important 
aspect of any pharmaceutical treatment. However, this requires equipment and facilities 
that are often missing from field healthcare in developing countries, but also inhibits 
the quality of life for patients elsewhere. EPFL scientists, working through their startup 
LUCENTIX, have now developed an antibody-linked biosensor that can track drug 
concentration in the blood by changing its color. The biosensor is incorporated into a 
full system that can be used in the field or by patients at home. The lab of Kai Johnsson 
at EPFL is known for developing biosensors, and the research gave birth to the startup 
LUCENTIX, which has developed a biosensor that allows patients to easily measure 
drug concentrations in their system without need for complex lab systems.

The biosensor is a molecule made up of three components: First, a protein that can 
bind the drug to be monitored. Second, the light-producing enzyme luciferase. And 
third, a “tagging” molecule called SNAP-tag, which carries a fluorescent ligand that 
the protein (the first component) recognizes and binds when no drug is present. This 
causes a reaction between the luciferase and the fluorescent molecule called “biolumi-
nescent resonance energy transfer” (BRET), which produces a red light.

EPFL News 17 May

https://www.pharmpro.com/news/2017/05/antibody-biosensor-tracks-drug-concentration-blood-changing-its-color
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U4RYOo-GPok
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Reuters Lists op 10 Most Innovative Universities in 
Europe

    KU Leuven, Belgium
    Imperial College London, United Kingdom
    University of Cambridge, United Kingdom
    Technical University of Munich, Germany
    École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland
    University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany
    Pierre and Marie Curie University, France
    Delft University of Technology, Netherlands
    University of Zurich, Switzerland
    University of Oxford, United Kingdom

Reported by: European Institute of Innovation and Technology, 11 May

https://eit.europa.eu/newsroom/most-innovative-universities-eit-health
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